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Luci Releases Must-Listen Hypnotic & Message-Heavy Pop EP
‘evolution, or something like it’
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Private Stream

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uo_XxlsZ9_9GPLKRVPR2OIioZojvCCoA/view?usp=sharing
https://on.soundcloud.com/vzFfsxi3JdrZVGbh9


About The Release
A bold and prolific take on alternative music, Luci’s newest EP is a striking blend of
songwriting, rhythm, and euphoria .“evolution, or something like it” is an alternative pop EP
that contains every element to get listeners hooked. The four-track EP takes the listener on a
sonic journey that combines soulful vocals with uplifting and euphoric instrumentation.
Moreover, “evolution, or something like it” contains lyricism that will hook the listener due to its
captivating story-telling and relatability. Luci radiates melodic bliss with lyrical depth across
the EP that highlights issues many people go through in life. The powerful instrumentation in
each track gives the vocal a motivating, uplifting, and radiant feeling.

With catchy lyricism, this talented artist maintains a fully charged arsenal of high-octane
music that supports the fact that she is set to make a strong impact on the music industry.
This release is a testament to Luci’s versatility as a musician and her innate talent. “evolution,
or something like it” offers feel-good instrumentation with strong messages that will have
listeners wanting more. Luci spares no expense when it comes to delivering quality. Pushing
the boundaries of her talents, Luci is also adding new layers to what alternative/pop music
with a message can be. The EP will be available on all digital streaming platforms on October
4th.

About Luci
Luci is an award-winning singer and songwriter, certified sex & relationship trauma-informed
coach, commercial actress & print model, and 3X author. Her writing has been featured on
the Huffington Post, Forbes, Entrepreneur.com, CBS, and Fox.

After overcoming an autoimmune disorder and surviving hell as a family through her
husband’s 2-year disability and depression, Luci returned with a bold message of freedom,
courage, and healing.  Musically, she boasts a hooking pop sound with soulful, heartfelt
vocals (think: The Weeknd meets Christina and Shakira).

Professionally, she draws upon her studies and certifications in neurolinguistic programming,
somatic experiencing™, cognitive behavioral therapy, hypnotherapy, reiki, counseling, EFT
tapping, and her degree in Exercise Science, to create unique, powerful programs and
curricula for her clients and members.

Follow Luci: Instagram YouTube TikTok

https://instagram.com/lucilampe
https://youtube.com/c/LuciOfficial
https://www.tiktok.com/@lucilampeofficial

